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big, warm, jolly welcome to the Spring
2012 issue of Au Science Magazine!
Au is Aberdeen’s first and only science
magazine and it is entirely written, designed
and edited by students at the University
of Aberdeen. Please find us online at
www.aumag.co.uk where we host our blog,
and share your comments and suggestions
with ausciencemag@gmail.com.
Firstly, we would like to thank our two
new sponsors, Oceaneering and the Aberdeen
Future Fund, for investing in Au Science
Magazine and guaranteeing its future. Turn
to page 29 to find out more about Oceaneering.
This issue is dedicated to scientific
researchers. If you would like to meet some
yourself, check out our Events listings
(p5) which, with this month’s Science and
Engineering Week, is jam-packed with events
for all ages. For the latest research from
Aberdeen see our exclusive News Update (p3).
We maintain our focus on Aberdeen by
investigating Aberdeen students’ perception
of science and scientists, (Keeping up
Appearances, p6); speaking to Professor Anne
Glover, the first European Union Chief
Scientific Advisor (Interview, p7); visualising
the University’s gender divide (Gina Maffey’s
It’s a girl/boy thing, p14); and celebrating
Aberdeen’s Nobel Pride with Sean McMahon
(p21). In our feature article, Kirsty Nutt
meets six of Aberdeen’s Women in White
Coats (p10).
In the natural world, Valeria Senigaglia
asks, ‘Why Does Flipper Flip?’ (p16) and our
guest writer Leila Battison reveals the
evolutionary value of sexual reproduction
(Sex: What is it Good For?, p23) Andy
Millington takes us into the world of
Artificial Intelligence (p19).
Have you ever wondered about the
laboratories
behind
cosmetics?
Mark
Chalmers and I look into the Cosmetic Science
behind the products on the shelf and how it
is used to sell them (p17). Meanwhile, Jemma
Ransom makes an Appeal to Reason (p25) to
ask whether mind-enhancing drugs could
improve her productivity. Or should scientists
just stick to caffeine?
Last but not least, our regular book Review
(p26) and Puzzles (p27) return.
We hope you enjoy this issue of Au. We are
always looking for people to join our team,
part of the University of Aberdeen Science
Journalism Society. If you are interested,
please pop us an email at ausciencemag@
gmail.com and check out our blog online at
www.aumag.co.uk

“

who is a
scientist?
what do
scientists
look like?
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NEWS UPDATE

What’s lurking in the loch?
Unexplained ring structure in Stenness Loch may be Neolithic monument
We might think that Orkney, long
famed for its fascinating glimpses into
prehistory, had long ago given up all
its archaeological secrets. However
researchers suspect that rising sea
levels in prehistoric times may have left
many ancient structures undiscovered.
An acoustic survey, used to visualise
the underwater landscape of Stenness
Loch, has revealed an intriguing
mystery. To the south of the Ring of
Brodgar, a Neolithic stone circle on the

loch shore, the survey imagery shows
another circular feature of roughly
the same size (90 m in diameter)
submerged in the loch. If revealed to be
man-made this structure would be very
old indeed. “We know that the Ring of
Brodgar was built around 4500 years
ago,” says Caroline Wickham-Jones,
an Orkney-based archaeologist and
lecturer at the University of Aberdeen.
“However, there had been ceremonial
sites here long before that, and the big

question is whether the underwater
feature we found might possibly relate
to an earlier version of the Ring of
Brodgar, which had to be abandoned
as water levels rose.” Researchers hope
to use further surveys to discover more
about the mysterious feature. The
Rising Tide: Submerged Landscape
of Orkney, is a collaborative project
between the universities of St Andrews,
Wales, Dundee, Bangor and Aberdeen.

Pumice stone: not just
for your Granny’s feet?
What are the origins of life on
earth? This fundamental question has
fascinated scientists for many hundreds
of years. Now researchers have
suggested that the humble pumice stone
may have cradled newly emerging life.

TA K E A G O O D LO C H .
Acoustic survey of Stenness Loch

A step in the wrong direction for open access
New us law threatens free availability of public research
New legislation could see scientific
research blocked from being freely
available. The Research Works Act (rwa)
was passed in the usa in December
and could have consequences across
the globe. Facing staunch resistance
from the academic community, the bill
proposes to put in place measures that
will prohibit open access to publically
funded research and restrict the
sharing of data.
For a long time, publishers of scientific
journals have, despite being criticised
of making perhaps larger than
necessary profits, have claimed to
be supportive of fair dissemination
of scientific research findings. This
claim was somewhat undermined by
the public support for the rwa issued by
leading publishers. This has sparked
a petition, The Cost of Knowledge, to
boycott one such academic publisher,
Elsevier. To date the petition has been
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signed by more than 6500 academics
and includes the signatures of several
Fields Medal-winning mathematicians.
The move into the age of Open Access
is apparent in the implementation of
public access policies by the National
Institutes of Health (usa) and the uk
governments Innovation and Research
Strategy for Growth. These state that
publicly funded research should be
accessible free of charge. But should
the restrictive proposals of the rwa be
introduced, academics could end up
providing publicly funded research
articles to journals free of charge and
then have to pay to access them once
published. Even more worryingly is
the prospect that this move would see
a regime shift that would prevent the
sharing and free access of potentially
life-saving
medical
research.

Like this? Read more at www.aumag.co.uk

“The only rock that floats, pumice is
exposed to an unusually wide variety
of conditions: floating mid-ocean,
beaching and finally burial” says
Sean McMahon, a PhD student at the
University of Aberdeen and author on
the paper. During this journey, tiny
cavities in the rock may have acted
as minute test tubes, full of sea water,
exposed to atmospheric and volcanic
gases and doused in uv light. With the
ocean waves providing a gentle mixing
action, pumice may have harboured
the reactions that lead to the first life.

Totally addicted to bass
Men who want to be more memorable
to women would do well to adopt a
good deep voice. Researchers from the
University of Aberdeen have shown
that women find lower pitched male
voices more memorable. Having
listened to a list of objects read out in
differently pitched voices, the women
taking part found it easier to recall
those that had been described in
deeper voices. Intriguingly, however,
when female voices were used pitch
had no effect at all on recall. These
results may shed light on how women
choose a partner. “Male masculinity
is a double-edged sword,” says David
Smith, lead author on the paper.___
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“It is a predictor of positive biological
traits (e.g. heightened immunity and
reduced duration of illness) but this is
balanced out by negative behavioural
characteristics (greater frequency of
infidelity and marital problems), less
desirable in a long term partner.” It
might therefore serve women well
if they could remember details,
including perhaps past behaviour,
of more masculine men, allowing
them to make an educated decision
on whether the benefits outweighed
the drawbacks in the long run.

NEWS TO SHARE?
Email Daisy & Chris
r01db11@abdn.ac.uk

He’s not worth it, love!
Faithful mums, healthier chicks
Promiscuity, a dangerous game at best,
is also a losing one for female song
sparrows. As well as having a ‘social’
mate who helps to raise the young,
many also find time to mate with other
males. Initially, biologists suspected
these females of having their cake
and eating it. Benefitting from a steady
partner, good for the daily feeding runs,
it was thought that females were also
gaining better genes for their chicks by
mating with passing males of higher
genetic quality. However, researchers
at the University of Aberdeen have now
shown that no such advantage exists, in
fact, promiscuity might even be costly
for females. “Chicks sired by males
outside the social pair in fact survived
less well in our study population” says
Dr. Jane Reid. An alternative

explanation, she says, may be that it’s
the males who are getting all the cake.
“If promiscuity is beneficial for males (in
terms of the total number of offspring
they produce) then the genes causing
promiscuity could be maintained in a
population, even if it is costly for females.”

Aberdeen study helps decision-makers to place Scottish fish farms
Sediments, ecosystems and water currents influence build-up of undesirable waste
Decisions to approve the size and
location of Scottish fish farms may be
influenced by a University of Aberdeen
study suggesting that water currents,
the seabed and the types of organisms
living there all determine how a fish
farm impacts the environment. It
might be expected that waste such as
fish faeces and uneaten food might
be carried away at higher rates where
currents are stronger and that fish

farms in these areas would have the
least environmental impact. In fact
researchers found that the coarser
seabed sediments, which are found in
areas with higher current speed, might
physically trap waste. This would not
only counteract the beneficial effects of
waste dispersal but might also smother
filter feeders that live in these higher
flow regions.

Responding to calls from the Scottish
government to assess how fish farm
size and location should be chosen,
lead researcher Dan Mayor from the
University of Aberdeen’s Oceanlab said,
“A better understanding of how current
speeds influence sediment properties
and the biological communities
that live on and in the seabed has
the potential to allow us to optimise
the location of future fish farms.” ■

Written and compiled by Chris Sutherland and Daisy Brickhill, PhD students in Ecology
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EVENTS

EVENTS LISTINGS
For all the latest information on science events in Aberdeen:

■ University of Aberdeen public engagement website, www.abdn.ac.uk/science/
■ Au Science website, www.aumag.co.uk
■ The Au Twitter account @ausciencemag, and the Au team @hapsci, @ginazoo, @chrissuthy

10th MARCH

11th MARCH

National Science and Engineering Week
“Science in the Square”

National Science and Engineering Week
“An Evening with Mark Beaumont”

Come along and see the science buskers in Union Square.
Showing on-the-spot demos. stem-in-the-body teams
will be using no more than the wonders of their own
bodies to reveal some amazing anatomical facts.

Mark Beaumont is an adventurer, author, expedition
cameraman and speaker. Perhaps most famous as the
“Man Who Cycled the World”. His story is a personal
rollercoaster of mental and physical endurance that
gives a fascinating insight into the world we live in.
Book at www.boxofficeaberdeen.com

Free, 10 am to 4.00 pm Union Square

£14/£12 concessions, 7.30 pm The Lemon Tree

12 MARCH
th

Café Med
“Stem Cells and Arthritis”
Stem cells are like the body’s own repair kit, having the potential to regenerate damaged joint tissues.
Come and discuss the latest therapy developments with
Professor Cosimo De Bari (Chair in Translational
Medicine) and Professor David Reid (Consultant
Rheumatologist).

13th MARCH
Au Science Magazine
“The PhD Comics Movie”
This film brings to life the online comic and presents a
hilarious look at the unconventional lives of graduate
students as they struggle to find balance between research, teaching and their personal lives. £4/£3 concessions/£2 for Au Science Journalism Society Members.

Free, 6.00 pm Suttie Centre Cafe, Foresterhill

£4/£3 concessions
£2 for Au Sci Journalism Society Members.

15th MARCH

6.00 pm Zoology Lecture Theatre, Tillydrone Avenue

Skeptics in the Pub
“Bring Your Own Brain”
Skeptics in the Pub, the regular, relaxed and friendly pub
discussion on all things skeptical teams up with Bring
Your Own Brain to explore the most powerful computer
of all—our incredible brain! Top researchers from the
University of Aberdeen will discuss current approaches
to and findings in brain research from psychology to biochemistry.
Free, 7.30 pm, Cellar 35, Rosemount Viaduct

23rd MARCH
60+ Earth Hour
Sit back and relax at the candle lit Earth Hour with guest
speakers, a film screening of Belleville-Rendez-vous,
refreshments, stalls, bike-powered cinema and more.
Free, 4.00 to 6.00 pm
Cafe Zeste, University of Aberdeen

National Science and Engineering Week & Cafe Scientifiqué
The 9th–18th of March 2012 is National Science and Engineering week. Light up your imagination with a whole host of
events around Aberdeen city and shire. For a full listing of events please visit www.abdn.ac.uk/science/public/ncew or www.
aumag.co.uk
Café Scientifique has just launched a new programme in Inverurie on the second Tuesday of every month at 7 pm, Acorn
Centre, West High Street. Free, booking not required.
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Keeping up Appearances
What does a scientist look like? heather doran asked new students at the
University of Aberdeen to ‘draw a scientist’ and answer some questions...

We

“

only 36% of
non-science
students
thought
scotland
producted
high quality
science.

”
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started off this academic year by
bribing fresh-faced, unsuspecting
students at the Freshers’ Fair way back in
September to ‘draw a scientist’, in return for a
periodic-table cupcake. Like others who have
performed this ‘experiment’ we received a
large number of stereotypical images of ‘mad
(male) scientists’ but alongside these were
more original ideas of what scientists look
like. Displayed around the page are some of
the results.
We also asked the students a couple of
questions about how they felt about science in
general and what they knew about science in
Scotland. Over 100 people responded to our
survey and of those, 43% were studying a
non-science subject.
Interestingly, only three of the 44 nonscience students thought that science
was ‘boring’ or ‘didn’t care’ and none of
them viewed it as ‘pointless’. Although they
were aware they were filling in a form for a
science-related society, in return for sciencethemed confectionary!
A whopping 70% thought of science
as ‘interesting’ and 52% thought it was
‘exciting’. 27% even thought it was ‘cool’.
Scotland has an extremely rich history of
inventions and scientific discoveries from

technology; James Watt’s steam engine,
Alexander Graham Bell’s telephone and John
Logie Baird’s television, to biology; including
insulin and the more recent discovery of
endorphins at the University of Aberdeen. So,
we asked the students if they could name any
scientific discoveries from Scotland.
55% of non-science students and 30%
of science students couldn’t name one
discovery. One person named Irn Bru, but I
am not sure if that counts.
We then went on to ask them about science
in Scotland today. Only 36% of non-science
students thought that Scotland produced
high-quality science. 68% of the science
students believed that Scotland produced
high-quality science, but you might say that
they are a little biased.
The respondents were of course an
extremely small subset of the population. But
it seems a shame that these students who
see science as interesting and useful and
are studying at a highly regarded Scottish
university are ignorant of all the amazing
science that goes on in Scotland. Our aim
at Au is to show off this fantastic science, so
hopefully by next year more students might be
aware what is going on right under their noses!
Heather Doran is a PhD student in Pharmacology
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“There are not
very many other
women around.”
Anne Glover, the eu’s first scientific advisor,
talks to Au Magazine’s chris sutherland

An

ne Glover is one of the University
of Aberdeen’s most prized assets.
Recognised as one of the “Women of
Outstanding Achievements” in 2008, she is
an internationally renowned scientist, former
Chief Scientific Adviser to the Scottish
government and recently appointed Science
Advisor to the eu president. We talk to her
about her new role, about being a woman in
science and a role model and get her view
on the future of equality in science.
What does a typical day in the diary of
the ‘Science Advisor to the EU President’
look like?
I have only been in the job for five weeks
so there hasn’t been a typical day and I hope
there never is! There are a lot of people to
meet and the scale of the Commission is quite
different to Scottish Government. I’ve had
meetings with the President, the President’s
Cabinet, the Research Commissioner and her
Cabinet, meps, Directors General of key areas
such as Research and Innovation, the Joint
Research Centre, Agriculture, Environment,
national representatives of member states
and outside bodies from the European
Food Safety Authority to the Federation
of 53 National Academies of Sciences and
Humanities in 40 European countries. This
wasn’t all in one day, however. At the moment
I am setting my agenda and I want to find out
what concerns people have and how my role
can make a difference.

“

_i never
thought
of myself
as a woman
in science
but just as
a scientist.

”

Does your role allow you to directly impact
issues such as gender stereotypes and
under-representation of women in science?
Yes it does and it is a very important
issue for Europe if we are to be globally
competitive. Everyone I have raised the issue
with so far acknowledges the importance but
I don’t see much action being taken. This is
an important agenda item for me for the next
three years.

Like this? Read more at www.aumag.co.uk
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INTERVIEW
How would you describe your experience
of being a woman in science and has it
changed as you have progressed through
your career?
I never thought of myself as a woman in
science but just as a scientist. I have been
lucky with the colleagues I’ve worked with
on a day to day basis and so gender was
never an issue, especially when I was at the
earlier stages in my career. I did notice that
the more senior I became, the more sexism
I experienced, maybe because I was more
unusual or that people felt a woman was in
some way threatening their position. You do
have to be careful attributing that to sexism
though—it could just be that life becomes
much more competitive. I can’t help noticing
that there are not very many other women
around and that is unsettling. Men could
just stop for a minute and imagine what that
might be like if they were always the odd one
out, it’s not very enjoyable. We need diversity
of approach in the workplace for us all to
benefit and we need to start being a bit more
imaginative about how we can achieve that.

“

science is
the most
creative
thing you
can do with
your life._.

”

The under-representation of women in
science, particularly at senior levels is well
documented. What are its causes?
It is a very normal and natural thing that
couples have families but, even although this
is the 21st century, women are still bearing
the brunt of childcare and their careers are
often deemed secondary. So, although we
see many women as undergraduates and PhD
students and post-doctoral researchers, their
presence dwindles after that as they start
to have families. It doesn’t have to happen.
For example, in Glasgow there is a very
successful science-based company, Clintech
International, which has a majority of female
scientists (engaged on the basis of excellence)
and every one of them who has taken
maternity leave has returned to the company
afterwards. This is because the company
values its staff and supports them during their
leave and on return to work. It can be done
where there is a will and some innovative
practice. It also saves the company a lot of
money as a recent Price-Waterhouse-Coopers
study indicated that it takes the annual salary
of an employee to replace them if they leave.
It needs to be possible and acceptable (the
norm) for men to take paternity leave.

Do you have a vision for equality in the
future of science?
I want the best to be supported, female or
male and this will deliver the best science.
I also see the benefit of diversity in teams
(which is how science is done these days).
A Royal Society survey revealed that 90%
of 18-24 year olds could not name a wellknown female scientist. Who are your
favourites and did you have a role model
during your early career?
The ones that did name a female scientist
probably mentioned Marie Curie who was very
formidable, as was Rosalind Franklin. Both
of them had a terrible time of it just because
they were women. Things have improved a
bit since then. But for me, the women who
were successful scientists when I was a
student were of great interest as they were
of the “here and now” instead of historical.
Noreen Murray worked in Edinburgh when I
was an undergraduate and so I could see what
was possible. She was a pioneer of molecular
biology in the 60s and 70s. Jean Thomas
who described much of what we know about
the importance of histones was a great
inspiration to me when I was at Cambridge
and then I met a lot of successful women in
science such as Sue Kingsman from Oxford
and Felicity Huntingford from Glasgow,
who I found particularly inspirational when
I worked with her when she was the chair
of a peer review committee for the Natural
Environment Research Council. Closer to
home, it was great to have colleagues like
Neva Haites and Nuala Booth at Aberdeen.
We need more female scientists presenting in
the media too. I like Alice Roberts.
What advice do you have for young women
thinking about embarking on a career in
science?  
First, just do it. Second, never wait to
be asked. Third, find a mentor (woman
or man; a good one can be invaluable. Jim
Prosser, School of Biological Sciences, was
a great mentor to me when I first arrived
at Aberdeen and has continued to offer me
great advice throughout my career. The
same goes for Allan Hamilton, past head of
Department of Genetics and Microbiology at
Aberdeen). Fourth, enjoy it, there’s no more
creative thing you can do with your life. ■

ANNE’S SCIENTIFIC CV
■ BSc Hons. Biochemistry, University of
Edinburgh
■ PhD, University of Cambridge
■ Lectureship, University of Aberdeen

1998–2001 Reader, molecular and cell
biology, University of Aberdeen
1999–2003 Technical director, Remedios,
Aberdeen, Scotland
2001–present Personal Chair, molecular and
cell biology, University of Aberdeen
Chris Sutherland is a PhD student in Ecology
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Women in White Coats
Many of Aberdeen’s scientists are women. kirsty nutt
went to meet some of them

“

it was H E AT H E R WA L L ACE
exciting Senior Lecturer and Co-ordinator
of Taught Postgraduate Studies,
that i was Institute
of Medical Sciences
discovering Heather studied biochemistry at Glasgow
University and then had her pick of three
new things. PhDs
before choosing Aberdeen where her
it was me, boyfriend
(now husband) was offered a job.
my hands Her research currently focuses on the role of
polyamines in cancerous cells. Research into
doing it and chemical
prevention of cell growth is, “very
getting it exciting” and using polyamines to target
drugs to cells has commercial potential.
to work. “Being
commercially savvy is increasingly

”
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important” and a focus of the Kosterlitz
Centre for Therapeutics, of which Heather is
a Deputy Director.
She supervises up to ten student projects
(PhD, MSc and BSc) each year and continues
to inspire a new generation of researchers
through her teaching, including a new
undergraduate Bio-Business course.
“That’s my job, to try to inspire people to do
good science, and show by example how you
do it. It’s hard work and sometimes repetitive.
Each person is only moving things a tiny
amount, but that amount is yours. People are
doing things that no-one else has done, it’s
wonderful!”
Heather is only the second female Deputy
Chairman of The Biochemical Journal in
100 years and a Fellow of the Royal College
of Pathologists. She also has responsibilities
for the British Toxicology Society and the
Biochemical Society.
Is it easy to find a work/life balance?
She laughs. “I think I had one when my
children were young. I came in early, worked
hard and left by 5.30. And I took holidays”.
She admits that her life is now much less
balanced.
Are the challenges different for men and
women?
As a young girl Heather achieved a place
at Hamilton Academy (based on iq) despite
females needing to score five points more
than male students. “It wouldn’t happen now!”
She believes, “The challenges are similar
but perhaps our perception is different. It’s
not universal: but maybe some women lack
the self-confidence that seems to be more
natural in guys.”

How many women are there in your
department?
“Plenty”. However, the top four positions
(recently appointed) are all men.
Favourite things?
For her PhD, Heather needed to create
virus-infected cells. When it eventually
worked, “it was the best thing ever! It was
exciting that I was discovering new things,
but also that it was me, my hands doing it
and getting it to work. I think because it
took so long, getting it to work was a ‘eureka’
moment”.
Beef bourgignon

Pretty Woman

Rod Stewart
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3rd year PhD Computing Science
Rural Digital Economy Research Hub
(dot.rural)
Alice has loved maths since primary school
and her high-school teacher was inspirational.
From a very young age, she loved building
things and would always ask Santa for Lego.
After a diploma in Electronics and
Telecommunications, Alice completed her
BSc and MSc in Computer Engineering in Italy.
During her MSc she spent a year in Aberdeen.
It was very different; she was so impressed
by the facilities and the approachability and
expertise of lecturers and researchers that
she wanted “to be part of this world too”.
Alice is investigating how to use software
tools to improve collaboration among rural
tourist enterprises in Scotland. The aim is to
increase the growth of these small businesses
while preserving the characteristics of rural
tourism.
Are the challenges different for men and
women?
“Not really. In Italy, a few lecturers in my
high school would argue that the “technical
disciplines” are only for males, but the uk
is more open-minded. I think males and
females bring different vision and solutions to
the same problems. They are complementary
and often both necessary to achieve good
results.”

C AT R I O N A L A I R D

3rd year BSc Conservation Biology
School of Biological Sciences
Catriona was inspired by her incredibly
enthusiastic
secondary-school
biology
teacher, but favoured languages and
humanities. After finishing school, she spent
six months teaching abroad in Mexico. She
mostly taught English, with some music, art
and sciences. It was while teaching biology
in secondary schools that she realised, “I
want to study science at university, not
Spanish and politics!”
Catriona has also worked as a Volunteer
Officer with the British Trust of Conservation
Volunteers (btcv), gaining experience in
practical conservation work. She chose to
study at the University of Aberdeen because
it’s one of the few universities that offer
Conservation Biology. She hasn’t chosen a
specific research area yet, but is interested
in habitat restoration and in particular the
possible reintroductions of native species to
the British Isles.
Her science idols are Rachel Carson, the
author of Silent Spring, and primatologist
Jane Goodall.
Are the challenges different for men and
women?
“No; when I was volunteering with btcv,
there was a clear male—female divide but I
didn’t feel this disadvantaged me in any way.”
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How many women are there in your
department?
“Dot.rural is a multidisciplinary project
and approximately one third of the team are
female. In Computing Science there are fewer
women (less than ten including lecturers),
but this is just a characteristic of the field. It’s
part of the fun. Since high school, I’ve been
part of the minority and I now prefer this
male environment; I find it more relaxing
Is it easy to find a work/life balance?
“I admire women who have children and a
family and still dedicate their lives to science.
It can be very difficult. I am not in this
position yet, so it’s easier to find a balance.”
Favourite things?
“The most exciting thing is to be part of
the science community; to be surrounded by
so many passionate and intelligent people.”

Pizza of course!
(I am Italian after all)

A Beautiful Mind

Salsa

How many women are there
in your department?
“There are twice as many
females as males on my degree
course.”
Is it easy to find a work/life
balance?
“Being in my third year and
starting to think about final
year projects, I feel I have
less free time. However, the
courses are more interesting
and specialised, so I don’t
mind spending more time on
assignments.”
Favourite things?
“Field trips; they are such
a great way to meet people
from similar degrees, and
to get outside and learn
and
practice
techniques
you are taught in lectures.”

Any type of cheese!
Anything narrated
Attenborough

by

David

Ben Howard and James Vincent
McMorrow
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CL ARE BON D

Lecturer in Petroleum Geology
School of Geosciences
Clare started off on a traditional path
with a BSc and a PhD in geosciences and
then worked for Scottish Natural Heritage to
conserve geological Sites of Special Scientific
Interest. But she then had jobs ranging from
political lobbying and meeting Secretaries of
State in Westminster to working with local
volunteers.
A spell as a policy advisor reminded her
that geology was “cool” and inspired a rapid
return to a dual role spanning academia
(Glasgow University) and industry (Midland
Valley Exploration) related to oil-exploration.
She then consulted on oil, gas, mining and
CO2 sequestration before she moved to
Aberdeen in 2010.
Clare chose Aberdeen because, “It’s the
heart of the uk energy industry and the role
allowed me to combine academic research
and industrial professional development.”
It also allowed her to live with her partner
for the first time in more than a decade; it’s
taken that long (since Clare got her PhD) for
them to both find jobs they want in the same
city.
Is it easy to find a work/life balance?
“Ask me when I get back from maternity
leave! It’s about what suits you. I do the job
because I enjoy geology. Would life be the
same without it? No. Do I often wonder why
am I working at midnight? Yes.”
Are the challenges different for men and
women?
“The challenges are similar; my job
requires you to be a one-stop innovator,
marketer, orator, writer and high-class
scientist. There are fantastic opportunities
for men and women to do great things. It’s
a cliché but women are often not as good
at self-promotion. Men also tend to behave
differently with each other in a maledominated environment. You just have to
get on doing your own thing and being the
best at it.”

JA N S K A K L E

Head of School
Natural and Computing Sciences

“

you can
sacrifice
your own
life for
work, but
not someone
else’s.

”
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Jan vividly recalls standing in her back
garden at nine years old, wearing her
duffle coat, watching a lunar eclipse. Her
amazement at our ability to understand and
predict such events has never waned.
Jan completed an undergraduate Physics
degree at the University of Aberdeen. She
considered working in the aerospace industry
but she enjoyed her undergraduate project
so much she did a PhD instead. Following
post-PhD research in superconductivity and
lithium batteries in collaboration with a
company in Japan, Jan was appointed as a

How many women are there in your
department?
Clare is one of only two female faculty
members and the only one working full-time.
However, at undergraduate level the split is
fairly even.
Favourite things?
“I love talking about ideas for research,
especially after being in the field when
“jamming” over a beer with other geologists.”

A properly sun-ripened tomato,
eaten in an appropriate venue
It completely depends
on my mood
Indie

lecturer in Aberdeen to teach in the newly
reopened Physics department. Her research
continues to bridge chemistry and physics
and has diversified over the years. Currently
she’s focused on electronic and magnetic
materials, e.g., trying to increase battery
capacity , along with bioceramics which have
applications for use as bone replacements.
Is it easy to find a work/life balance?
“It’s got easier as I’ve got older and got
to know myself better. I’ve learnt how to
manage myself and my time better. You get
more efficient. Also, I’ve got a child now; you
can sacrifice your own life for work, but not
someone else’s.”
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Are the challenges different for men and
women?
“It’s much better than it was 30 years ago.
Everyone has to deal with the same challenges;
there’s a culture of competitiveness which
leads to long (60-hour-plus) working weeks.
I don’t really think about gender, but if
pushed, I guess (as a woman) people might
underestimate you sometimes. The only time
I recall a difference was at a government lab
in Japan, where a female researcher wasn’t
allowed to operate the machinery; junior
male staff had to. But that was a cultural thing
not a slight on her ability; they had employed
her to run the project.”
How many women are there in your
department?
Not many—two or three academics in each
department.

Favourite things?
“Visiting big facilities like the neutron
facilities in Oxfordshire and Grenoble.
They’re massive and doing Proper Science;
all that you imagine science to be. It switches
on the geek in me.”

Sushi, pasta and Dim Sum

Pan’s Labyrinth and Tinker Tailor
Soldier Spy
Live bands

N I M B E E WA L D

Research Fellow
School of Engineering
Nimbe completed her BSc and worked for a
mobile communications company in Mexico
before winning an award to do an MSc at
Essex University and a PhD at the University
of Leeds. She moved to Aberdeen three years
ago because of the expertise of the Electronics
Research Group in the School of Engineering.
She currently researches technology for the
next generation of satellites and the Internet.
Her research will make equipment like settop boxes cheaper and improve Internet
connections for rural communities. She
loves working on projects where she can see
the practical benefit of her research.
Although her mother might think her
passion comes from the hours she spent
‘helping’ her engineer father as a child,
Nimbe attributes it to a curious mind and
enthusiastic teachers.
She respects the
female trailblazers of science like Marie
Curie and has huge respect for the women
who used to go to university just to listen
because they weren’t allowed to enrol. “It’s
inspiring! I like to read stories about women
in those times when science was closed to
them.”
Is it easy to find a work/life balance?
“During my PhD I had no life; in the last
year I worked every weekend. In the first
year here I spent a lot of time at work because
it was ‘normal’ for me. Then one weekend I
thought, ‘What are you doing? You don’t have
to be here.’ It’s still difficult, but I’m better
at managing my time now and have a life
outside work.”
Are the challenges different for men and
women?
“Work-wise things are equal—finding
funding is the biggest challenge—but there
are so few female engineers that socially it
can get a bit lonely. I like talking to people;
men chat less, so the social relationship
when working with men is different. At
conferences you can be quite isolated; you

Since this interview was
conducted, Nimbe has
returned to Mexico to
work for the Mexican
Government.

can’t be shy; you have to believe in yourself.”
How many women are there in your
department?
In her research group there is now one
female PhD and Nimbe. Dot.rural where
she is based is about one-third women, but
most of the women are from other disciplines.
“I’d really like more women to be engineers;
there are not enough role models in high
career positions.”
Favourite things?
“I enjoy those moments when I’m doing
my research and, finally, everything fits in
and I’m like, yes! It’s working! I did it! It feels
so good. I also enjoy attending conferences
and finding engaging audiences to discuss
results and new ideas; it’s very enriching.” ■

Pasta arabbiata

The Secret in Their Eyes and
Cinema Paradiso
Arias and
music

traditional

Mexican

Kirsty Nutt is a PhD student in Tropical Ecology
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It’s a girlboy
bothing

Each small icon denotes 20 students
Large icons denote whole colleges

Student sex ratios across the University of Aberdeen are 50 –50.
gina maffey visualises the balance by college and school
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Gina Maffey is a PhD student in ecology
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Diana Marosi

Why Does
Flipper Flip?
Co

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY
LAUREN HARTNY-MILLS,
UNIVERSITY OF PORTSMOUTH.

“

better
connected
individuals
use visual
signals more
frequently.

”
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valeria segilalia describes
the eloquent dancing of dolphins

mmunication comes in many
different forms. Ants use chemicals.
Honey bees dance. Humans talk, gesture,
email and tweet. But have you ever asked
yourself why dolphins jump?
Dolphins, have a well-developed acoustic
language but they also rely on physical
signals/body language. They even exchange
private glances and move in synchrony
to show affiliations. Underwater, sound
travels loud and fast making it difficult to
keep a message private. If you are a killer
whale trying to ambush a juicy sea lion or a
succulent salmon, then shouting to the buddy
next to you isn’t the smartest move to keep
a low profile. Moreover if the area is busy
and noisy, there is a good chance your mate
won’t hear you anyway. This is where visual
communication comes into play.
Dolphins have a variety of jumps and
fin slapping movements, all of which have
different meanings and can trigger the
behaviour of the rest of the school. Although
the entire group is influenced by these
signals only some individuals perform them.
For example, certain males can decide when
to start travelling and any female can decide
when to finish.
Dr. David Lusseau, senior lecturer at the
University of Aberdeen, determined how
the social network of the dolphin population
reflects who performs these jumps. Dr.
Lusseau discovered that individuals within
the network that have more connections, the
dolphin equivalent of having more twitter
followers, are the ones using visual signals
more frequently. These individuals will have

the latest news about food conditions in their
area, but they need others to help them catch
it. It makes sense then that individuals with
the most knowledge about a food source
will communicate this precious information
to the rest of the group. Also if you want
your message to be delivered to a restricted
group, rather than the wide ocean, a jump is
preferred over a whistle.
Some jumps communicate different
meanings in the dolphin visual language
and can be performed by any individual.
Dr. Richard Connor described jumps
utilized during socializing behaviours such
as courtship and stress. Tail or pectoral
fin slaps on the water surface are often
considered signs of a bothered animal.
Synchrony shows affiliation and it is used
to advertise social bonds; the more you like
somebody, the closer you want them to your
flippers. Synchronization could be achieved
by imitating the movement of a neighbour
or spontaneously synchronising body
movements. We call it dancing, and it is fairly
popular on a Saturday night.
Whether you are on land, air or water,
non-acoustic communication seems to play
a fundamental role. We tend to think that
language is what sets us apart from other
animals and we frequently overestimate
the acoustic component of communication.
Actually, it is the ability to interpret subtle
movements and facial expressions that is
key to forming successful relationships.
The King had it right: ‘a little less
conversation, a little more action’, please. ■
Valeria Segigalia studies Marine Science
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Cosmetic Science
heather doran looks under the microscope and
mark chalmers finds out how science sells beauty

Be

eauty is big business. You may
snigger at the promises in cosmetic
adverts but in reality the majority of cosmetic
manufacturers take science very seriously.
Procter and Gamble, the biggest consumer
goods company in the world, invest $2bn
yearly into research and development
of consumer goods. L’Oréal, the biggest
cosmetics company in the world, employ over
3,000 researchers around the globe and have
a grant programme specifically designed to
support female scientists.
Science is at the heart of these companies,
and it shows in their financial reports. They
encourage and invest in scientists and
research in the hope of making the next great
breakthrough. The biggest areas of growth
for the cosmetics industry are developing
markets, male cosmetics and the ever-ageing
world population. The L’Oreal annual report
from 2010 estimates that the global cosmetics
market is worth 144 billion Euros and of that,
32% is skincare.
If these manufacturers could crack the
science and invent the elixir of eternal
youth, they would be quids-in. So what can
a cosmetic formulation achieve? What is the
science? And are they really searching for the
secret of eternal youth?

FORM U L ATION
Cosmetic creams and serums consist of
similar basic ingredients; water, moisturising
agents, colouring, preservatives and perfume.
Beyond this they may contain a sun block and
any number of other additives like vitamins,
caffeine and plant extracts.
Where moisturisers have proven benefits;
they can help make skin plumper, smoother,
improve skin tone and prevent dry and
flaky skin, the role of additional ingredients
has been difficult to determine. But there
are some additives that look like they have
advantages of their own. Dr Iman Kotb,
Clinical Research Fellow (Dermatology) at
the University of Aberdeen, observed when
using “0.025% retinoid cream (over 6 months)”
and “mesotherapy facial rejuvenation agents
like hyaluronic acid, vitamins, amino acids
and growth factors” an “improvement in skin
tone and firmness in over 60% of patients”.
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PRODUCT TESTI NG
Cosmetic products are tested in a number
of different ways in order to demonstrate
their benefits. Consumer studies can involve
tens to hundreds of people who rate how
a product has made them feel, or changed
the appearance of their skin. Clinical
studies involving skin experts make visual
assessments of skin texture, tone and look.
Statisticians and clinical ethics approvals are
involved in the studies to ensure compliance
with any regulatory requirements and
that sample sizes are large enough to give
statistically significant results. Laboratory
testing of products is also carried out.
Cosmetics manufacturers work with experts
from outside the cosmetics industry, including
university academics and professional bodies
like the British Association of Dermatologists
in order to improve their products and gain
endorsements.
Although cosmetics manufacturers invest
time and money into scientific testing, it
is not a requirement to publish data on
cosmetics in peer-reviewed journals. It is
not uncommon for the only information
about the way in which the product has been
scientifically tested to be available through
promotional material. This can make it
difficult for consumers to evaluate the real
benefits of products. There is often no way of
knowing whether claims have been proven
in a laboratory or by large-scale studies and
the important control in a study is also not
always clear. A hypothetical example, a new
moisturiser was tested in a consumer study
and the results showed that it improved skin
‘smoothness’ by 50%. The advertisements
for the product state the improvement in
smoothness. But, was the new moisturiser
compared with the users normal moisturiser?
A competitor moisturiser? Or did it improve
‘smoothness’ versus using no product at all?

What is a cosmetic
product?
■ The line is becoming
increasingly blurred
as cosmetics, medical
devices and surgery
overlap and create
a new range of
‘cosmeceuticals’. For
example, Acid face
peels are non-invasive,
but they aren’t
something you would
want to try at home.
They use solutions
containing up to 50%
acid to remove the
top layer of skin with
promised benefits
such as, ‘younger
looking skin’. In the
wrong hands however,
they can be extremely
dangerous.

REGU L ATION
There are steps in place to ensure that
manufacturers cannot say whatever they
like. The regulation of scientific claims in
advertising has traditionally been based
around three distinct categories; cosmetics,
which primarily affect the outside of the
body; nutrition and health products, which
include such things as food supplements and
contact lens fluid; and medical products,
which refers to something used with the
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“

what can
a cosmetic
formulation
achieve?
what is the
science?

”
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prevention, treatment or diagnosis of disease.
In the uk, the Advertising Standards Agency
regulates all of these categories, medical
products are also regulated by the Medicines
and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency.
Industry self-regulation also occurs, where
competitors challenge the claims of rival
products. Finally, there is personal judgment;
manufacturers want to produce products that
give visible benefits to the consumer so they
will purchase them again and again.

CONSU M ER DELIGHT
U N D E R T H E M I C R O SCO P E
ABOVE | Micro perfecting
powder (right) and mascara brush
(left), both seen under a scanning
electron microscope and falsely
coloured.
COURTESY OF THE MICROSCOPE IMAGING
FACILITY, INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES,
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN.

BELOW

|

Advert from the 1950s.

REPRODUCED FROM THE AD*ACCESS
ON-LINE PROJECT - AD BH1123. JOHN
W. HARTMAN CENTRE FOR SALES,
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING HISTORY.
DUKE UNIVERSITY DAVID M. RUBENSTEIN
RARE BOOK & MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY. http://
library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/adaccess/

Dr Siân Morris, Principal Scientist P&G
Beauty and Grooming from Procter and
Gamble spoke to me about, “the first and
second moments of truth. You want to delight
women when they first see how the product
looks, feels and smells and
then in the second when
you apply it to the skin and
see results. We are also
interested in the third, fourth
and 400th moments of truth
because delivering on our
promise is critical, to comply
to obligations on claims with
regulators. Most importantly
because women who use
products like Olay trust our
brands and products, they
expect a lot from us and we
know we need to deliver”.
I asked if ‘ any product can
reverse the signs of ageing?’
“Interestingly, if you ask most women they
will tell you they want to look great for their
age and to get compliments or
maybe be thought of as
several years younger
but most don’t want to
look 25 when they are
45 anymore. So we are
looking to help offer a
way to achieve younger
looking skin, to minimise
the signs of ageing, reduce
the appearance of lines and
wrinkles, firm and even
the skin tone and texture
with different products. It’s
also about making skin feel
smooth, soft, hydrated or clean
and radiant as well as protecting
it every day but it’s not about
reversing signs of ageing in the
way you may expect.”
This is an important point; it isn’t
just about the active ingredients in
a cosmetic formulation. Consumers
buy products that look, feel and smell
appealing, which they enjoy using.
Cosmetic manufacturers expend a
great deal of time and money in order
to determine what cues in a product
indicate that it is ‘working’. What scent
says, ‘This product is reducing the
appearance of fine lines’? Cosmetics are
a luxury item, a concept that people buy

“

in to. The ‘experience’ goes right from the
advert, to the text and design of the product
packaging to the actual product used, and
this; you could call the science of cosmetics.

SCI ENCE SELLS
The era of consumerism brought about
by the Industrial Revolution saw the rise of
mass advertising. Initially, most products
were marketed in a way that was primarily
concerned with their use value. This began
to change in the Twentieth century, when
consumers were encouraged to buy into
a particular lifestyle presented to them
in advertising. In advertising campaigns
for cosmetics, which are seen as lifestyle
products it has become increasingly common
for scientific information to be
deployed and this approach
has
been
particularly
effective as it marries both
the use value and lifestyle
association of a product.
Scientific claims in the
marketing
of
cosmetic
products have sometimes
gone beyond the traditional
boundaries of what might
typically be expected of a
cosmetic product. Some skin
creams now advertise farreaching benefits, such as
‘age correction’. The trend of
implying medical benefits in
cosmetic advertising is however not a recent
innovation. Cosmetic advertisements from
the 1950s include claims such as, ‘New Deep
Cleanser proved 50 times more effective’ and
‘Doctors Prove Palmolive Soap Can Bring You
a Lovelier Complexion in 14 Days’.
In recent years, the authority of an expert
opinion has been challenged. On the Internet,
expert and amateur sometimes appear in
equal stature and it can be problematic to
distinguish between genuine well-founded
belief and wild speculation. The polling
organisation, ipsos mori, reported in 2011
that scientists are considered to be one of the
most trusted professionals with 71% of those
polled trusting scientists to ‘generally tell the
truth’. Scientists were rated as being more
trustworthy than clergymen, the police and
civil servants.
Scientists remain widely viewed as being
legitimate authority figures and this may
be why scientific claims backed up with
the presence of a scientist in advertising
material are considered to be particularly
valuable when marketing cosmetic products.
Some aspects of popular culture may have
helped cement public faith in science. A
concept known as the ‘CSI effect’ suggests
that the way forensic science is portrayed in
tv programmes, such as the hit us drama,
CSI has led to an exaggerated faith in the
capabilities of scientific techniques. ■

most women
will tell you
they want to
look great for
their age—
when they are
45, they don’t
want to look 25
anymore.
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Heather Doran is a PhD student in pharmacology. Mark Chalmers is a first-year psychology student.
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Artificial Intelligence
Computers are getting smarter, but do they really ‘think’?
andy millington finds the mind in the machine

Th

e Daleks, Marvin the Paranoid
Android, the t-1000, hal. Characters
such as these have triggered the public’s
imagination and fear in equal measure
throughout history. The digital computer
allowed humans to realise the imaginations of
authors and create the artificial intelligence
(ai) previously confined to
the realms of science-fiction.
In 1950 Alan Turing,
the British code-breaker,
published his seminal paper,
Computing Machinery and
Intelligence, which posed
the question: Can machines
think?
Turing
believed
that this question was too
ambiguous to prove formally.
Instead, he addressed the question by devising
a test in which a machine, communicating
via text, attempts to fool a human interrogator
into believing it is also human.
If the interrogator is unable to distinguish
the machine’s responses from human
responses, the machine is deemed to exhibit
intelligent behaviour. The test has often split
the ai community with regards to its actual
merit. Turing predicted that by the year
2000, machines would pass the Turing test at
least 30% of the time, but this milestone was
not realised. In September 2011, a program
named Cleverbot managed to convince 59.3%
of judges that it was human. Only 63.3%
of human participants were judged to be
human. A failing of Turing’s test is that it does
not specify any criteria for questions posed.
The test Cleverbot participated in failed to
pose questions that have traditionally caused
issues for computers, such as questions about
its surroundings or riddles.
Although unrestricted human language
conversations aren’t yet possible, researchers
continue to tackle sub-issues such as joke
generation with programs like the Joking
Computer that serve to aid non-speaking
children with language. However, breaking
down natural language generation tasks
into sub-domains is fraught with challenges.
“The main difficulty is that there is at present
no real theory of humour”, said Graeme
Ritchie and Judith Masthoff, computing
scientists from the University of Aberdeen
involved in the project. “We don’t know what
the computer should be doing to make jokes
funny. Instead, we have given the computer

“

simple structural patterns, so that all its
jokes at least have the correct shape, in terms
of relationships between words and their
meanings. Also, these rules can be followed
using only a dictionary, without world
knowledge or reasoning. Whether these
structured texts end up being funny is largely
a matter of chance”.
Fiction still tends to focus
on ai that has a physical
presence, but it is digitalonly ai that is poised to affect
our lives in a much more
profound way in the near
future.
It
is
plausible
that
ambulances, using programs
known as agents, could
communicate with other
vehicles and traffic light systems to negotiate
an unrestricted path to an emergency
site. Agents are programs that can act
in an autonomous fashion, sensing the
environment around them, making decisions
about the information they receive and
acting accordingly. These programs act as
representatives in a digital environment such
as a remote emergency response planner.
At present it may seem that general
intelligence is still within the realms of fiction,
yet ai is all around us. From the talking
assistant called siri in your iPhone
to the semantic web techniques,
that understand website content
in the Bing search engine, ai
is already here, just not quite
in the form we expected. ■

we don’t
know what
the computer
should do to
make jokes
funny.

Andy Millington is a PhD student in dot.rural
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Aberdeen’s Nobel Pride
Five Nobel Laureates worked or studied at our university.
sean mcmahon mines the silver city’s golden heritage

Af

ter
inventing
dynamite,
the
Norwegian chemist Alfred Nobel was
a rich man with a poor conscience. Most
scientists believe their work makes the world
better—or at the very least, not demonstrably
worse. But when a Paris newspaper
printed Nobel’s obituary prematurely, they
chose the extraordinary headline, The
Merchant of Death is Dead. Shocked, he
boldly attempted to rescue his legacy by
establishing the Nobel Foundation in his will.
Its mandate was to reward and encourage
world-changing contributions to physics,
chemistry, physiology, medicine, literature
and (rather poignantly!) the pursuit of peace
between nations. Since 1901, the Nobel Prize
has honoured many of the world’s most
brilliant thinkers and activists. Five of these
inspirational figures, all of them scientists,
studied or worked here at the University of
Aberdeen (or its formerly separate colleges).
Who were they, and how did they earn their
laurels?

1. FREDERICK SODDY
(Chemistry, 1921)

It was the brilliant English chemist Frederick
Soddy (1876–1935) who gave us the word
isotope. After graduating from Oxford, he
worked with the famous Ernest Rutherford
at McGill University in Canada, making the
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extraordinary discovery that radioactivity
was caused by the “decay” of one element
into another. Such “transmutation” had
been thought impossible by most scientists
since the decline of alchemy at the end of the
seventeenth century.
Soddy spent ten years as a lecturer at
Glasgow before coming to Aberdeen in 1914
as Professor of Chemistry. While here, he
published a few papers on radioactivity,
conducted chemical research related to
the war effort, and began to campaign for
social and economic reform; he returned to
Oxford in 1919. In his speech after the Nobel
ceremony, a few years after the end of the
Great War, he acknowledged that science had
a “darker side” and had “been put often to
base uses, which must lead to disaster.”

2. JOH N J. R. MACLEOD

(Medicine, 1923)

John Macleod (1876–1935) was Scottish bornand-bred, the son of a Perthshire preacher.
He took his undergraduate degree in
medicine at Aberdeen and worked in several
other medical schools before returning to the
Granite City as Regius Professor of Physiology
in 1928. Macleod’s greatest breakthrough
had come ten years earlier while Professor
of Physiology at the University of Toronto
in Canada. Together with his PhD student

■ Nobel Laureates

are presented with a
certificate, a medal
and a large cash prize.

■ The uk has more

Laureates than any
other country outside
the usa.

■ Perhaps the most

distinguished scientist
to have worked in
Aberdeen was James
Clerk Maxwell (1831–
79), professor at
Marischal College. His
calculations underpin
much of modern
physics, but he died
two decades before
the Nobel Foundation
was established.

■ German biophysicist
Erwin Neher and
British microbiologist
Sir Paul Nurse
are among recent
Laureates to have
accepted honorary
degrees from
Aberdeen.
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“

the
bestowal
of a nobel
prize is
intended
to do
more than
gratify the
recipient.
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Charles Best and Canadian collaborator
Frederick Banting, Macleod was the first
to isolate insulin from the pancreas, a
development that led eventually to successful
treatments for diabetes. It was for this
research that Macleod shared the 1923 Nobel
Prize in Physiology with Frederick Banting.

3. GEORGE PAGET THOMSON

(Chemistry, 1937)

George Paget Thomson (1892–1975) was
the first recipient of a Nobel Prize for work
actually begun at the University of Aberdeen.
Born and educated in Cambridge, he took a
professorship in Aberdeen in 1922. While
here, he discovered that electrons (which
had been discovered by Nobel Laureate J. J.
Thomson, his father!) could be diffracted
like waves. This mysterious “wave-particle
duality” later became a foundational concept
in quantum mechanics.

4. JOHN BOYD ORR
(Peace, 1947)

John Boyd Orr (1880–1971) hailed from East
Ayrshire and studied theology, biology and
medicine at Glasgow. It was in Glasgow’s innercity slums that Boyd Orr first encountered
shockingly underfed and malnourished
children. After graduation, he worked briefly
as a doctor before taking a research position
in nutrition and metabolism. Determined
to improve the quality and distribution of
food, he was invited to Aberdeen in 1914 to
oversee the funding and development of a
new institute for nutrition research. The
Rowett Institute (now part of the University of
Aberdeen) opened in 1922 with Boyd Orr as its
first director.
At the Rowett Institute, Boyd Orr focused on
the link between poverty and malnutrition;
the benefits of vitamins and minerals to
livestock; and the effects of drinking milk
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on children’s growth (he was eventually
responsible for the introduction of free school
milk in Britain). He worked closely with the
government to ensure that food rationing
would meet the British people’s nutritional
needs during the Second World War. In 1945,
he took over the un’s Food and Agriculture
Organisation, where he worked to prevent
mass starvation. He donated his prize money
to global pacifist organisations.

5. RICHARD L. M. SYNGE

(Chemistry, 1952)

Richard L. M. Synge (1914–1944) joined
the Rowett Institute in 1948 to work on the
digestion of protein by ruminants. He took over
as director in 1952, the same year he won the
Nobel Prize. It was some years previously while
at Leeds that he had co-invented partition
chromatography, an important technique in
analytical chemistry. He shared the Nobel
Prize with Archer Martin, his Leeds colleague.
In his acceptance speech, he recalled with
delight his realisation as a young student
“that living things must have wonderfully
precise and complicated working parts on the
molecular scale and that the biochemist had
the best change of finding out how these are
put together and do their work.”
There are many reasons for pursuing a career
in science, but fame, fortune and glittering
medals are rarely counted among them. For
most researchers, the thrill of discovery—the
sheer “pleasure of finding things out” as Nobel
Laureate Richard Feynman called it—is reward
enough. But the bestowal of a Nobel Prize is
intended to do more than gratify the recipient.
In marking out Laureates’ work as worthy of
the world’s gratitude, the Nobel Prize honours
the families, research groups, support staff
and institutions who make that work possible.
So far, Aberdeen has been honoured in this
way five times. Here’s hoping we match that
achievement—at least—in our sixth century! _ ■
Sean McMahon is a PhD student in astrobiology
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GUEST ARTICLE

Where did sex
come from?
How, when, and why did sexual reproduction evolve?
Guest writer leila battison explores the ins and outs

Se

x. Doing the dirty. A bit of the old in
and out. Making teenage boys giggle
and girls blush since the beginning of time.
Or was it? Has sex always been around? If not,
who ever thought that an awkward fumble
followed by a nine-month wait was a good way
of continuing the species? Perhaps sex hasn’t
always been the taboo subject that it is now,
and we know that there are other ways than
doing it like they do on the Discovery Channel,
but the origin of sexual reproduction is still
far from being resolved.
Why, for example, is it so prevalent? Why
would you go to the effort of finding a mate
and performing some intricate act with them,
if you can more efficiently clone yourself
instead? Cloning takes just one to make
one more, rather than sex, which needs a
matching pair to reproduce. There must be
a good reason to keep such an inefficient
process going.
And indeed there is. When it comes down
to it, sex is not about the bump and grind,
or the fancy feathers and elaborate mating
rituals. It’s all about what goes on in the cells.
Meiosis is the first stage, with a ‘normal’ cell
dividing twice to make gametes with half the
right amount of dna—in our case sperm and
eggs. Two gametes, usually from different
individuals, come together at fertilisation,
making up the full complement of dna, and
then the fertilised egg, or zygote, starts
dividing and keeps on dividing until it has the
right number of cells to make an organism.
The whole thing is a lengthy and complicated
process that is seemingly designed to confuse
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biology students.
But there is meaning behind the madness.
Sex is what allows organisms to mix up their
genes—first during the random allocation
of gene variants to gametes, and secondly
during the random choice of fertilising
pairs—and is the reason that no two sexually
reproducing organisms look identical. One
of the greatest misconceptions in evolution
is that random mutation in dna drives the
variation exploited by natural selection, when
in actual fact it is sex. Sex effectively shuffles
the genetic material of a whole species every
time an organism reproduces—a much more
effective way of experimenting with variation
than waiting a few generations for just one,
potentially damaging mutation to one gene.
So, that’s why sex is a more attractive
prospect than cloning yourself. But it doesn’t
explain how, when, or where it got started.
When was the first time the earth moved?
Do we owe the discovery of sex to animals,
or were they latecomers to the sexual arena,
following in the footsteps of earlier, smaller,
and simpler organisms in the deep past?
Scientists have no firm answers yet, but there
are a few clues.
When trying to work out when something
evolved, scientists have two choices. They
can look at living organisms and use the
information contained in their dna to work
out when it first appeared. Or they can use
the fossil record to trace a creature back in
time to when it first appeared. Both methods
are useful, but both are beset with problems.
The creature in question may survived until
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. the whole thing is a lengthy and complicated
process that is seemingly designed to confuse
biology students._.
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the
invention
of sex
could have
sparked the
beginning of
the animal
kingdom as
we know it._.
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(Above) Elaborately plumed birds.
spare no expense to get the girl..
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today, or its fossil record may be incomplete
and misleading. This is just the case with sex.
Sex is easy to spot and study in living
organisms today. In addition to bizarre
sexual
practices,
like
the
mid-act
cannibalism practiced by many praying
mantids, or the colour coded treasuries
of Australian bowerbirds, there are some
clearer morphological adaptations that can
be spotted in living or dead creatures. First
and most obvious are sexual organs. Chances
are, if you are a sexually reproducing animal,
you are going to have some specialised organs
to do so whether you’re a barnacle with the
largest penis in the world or boast a fourheaded member like the modest echidna.
Sexual dimorphism is an indirect
consequence of a sexual lifestyle. Most
notable amongst elaborately plumed birds,
like peacocks or birds of paradise, sexual
dimorphism is also extremely realised in
terms of body size in certain species of fish.
The male angler fish, arguably the smallest
vertebrate in the world, is forty times smaller
than the female.
But all these products of sex appeared at
a late stage in the history of cellular sexual
reproduction. If we want to find the origin,
we need to look at modern examples of much
more primitive creatures. Many eukaryotic
organisms (those with a nucleus, as opposed
to bacteria) consist of just a single cell, and
still manage to reproduce sexually without
all the adaptive trappings. And these singlecelled creatures, called protists, evolved
much earlier than animals. So does sex
predate the animals? Possibly. Assuming that
those sexually reproducing protists that are
living today have been doing it ever since
they evolved, then yes. But what evidence do
we have to prove this is the case? Like the
ancestors of humans haven’t always walked
on two feet, perhaps today’s protists haven’t
always been reproducing sexually. We need
to turn to the fossil record.
Tracking sex though the fossil record is a
tricky business, mostly because of the extreme
bias in what can be preserved. The bulk of the
fossil record is a record of hard parts and sex
is generally concerned with the softer parts
of anatomy (no jokes). Whether occurring in
animals or in tiny protists, the adaptations and
cellular products of the sexual process are not
made of hard mineralised substances and so
are easily decayed away after death. Sexual
dimorphism too is difficult to recognise
unequivocally, with different sized skeletons
often interpreted as different species, or as
younger forms, rather than different genders.
So the fossil record of sex must be built on
the rare examples where soft parts are
preserved, or the indirect effects that sexual

reproduction may have on a species.
Two big clues both come from around a
time of major revolution in the biological
world, the so-called ‘Cambrian Explosion’
of animal life, around 540 million years
ago, when all the animal groups appeared
in the fossil record for the very first time.
This was not only a time of extraordinary
fossil diversity, but also of exceptional fossil
preservation. Microscopic algae and intricate
macroscopic animals are preserved in the
finest possible detail. Amongst these, just
before the appearance of animals, scientists
found tiny remains which looked like balls of
cells, with different number of cells in each—
one, two, four, eight, sixteen, and so on. In fact,
these fossils looked just like embryos. The
now infamous Doushantuo embryos, named
after the formation in China from which they
were first described, have been the subject
of intense scientific debate for the last 15
years, with many scientists arguing that they
are just giant bacteria. If they are embryos
though, then they provide evidence that the
sexual processes that must have formed them
were well established before the majority of
animals emerged.
A second piece of evidence, and one which
supports the similar idea that sex got started
before animals, is more indirect. Given
that today, sex is responsible for much of
the variation we see amongst eukaryotic
organisms, it is reasonable to assume that
when sex first got started, it would have been
marked by a sharp increase in the variation of
the creatures alive at the time, which would
be recognised as a peak in species diversity.
Looking for peaks in diversity is quite easy
in the fossil record, and once compared with
information from other time periods, there
remains one gigantic spike—the Cambrian
Explosion itself. Could the invention of sex
by eukaryotic protists have sparked the
beginning of the animal kingdom as we know
it? Quite possibly.
The evidence from the fossil record seems
to point to an origin of sex just before the
evolution of the animals, and as far as we
can interpret it, the patterns of diversity
of living creatures seems to point in that
direction too. It may be that we will never
be able to place an exact date on the origin.
But it is clear that without sex, without that
mucky, clumsy, long-winded process that is
the bane and the joy of so many, we wouldn’t
be here—not just those who are able to read
this text, but every animal alive today. _ ■
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APPEAL TO REASON

Brain Doping
Should researchers reach for the pill bottle, asks jemma ransom

Wh

at gets you out of bed on a
Monday morning? The excitement
of a day just starting? The pleasure of waking
up refreshed after a couple of days off? For me,
I’m afraid the answer is a little more sinister.
There is only one reason why I would venture
from the cosy reverie of my nightly slumber
and greet the world on a Monday, or indeed
any day of the week. To indulge an addiction
that has plagued my morning routine from
the very beginning of my science career, I am
an imbiber of the bean! Without my morning
mug of coffee, I’m of very little use to friends,
family or work colleagues.
As trivial as the occasional dose of caffeine
may seem, the advent of modern treatments
for neurological conditions such as
Parkinson’s disease and depression has led to
an increase in availability of, and sharp rise in,
the illicit use of drugs by healthy individuals
to
enhance
cognitive
function. This practice was
in part pioneered by the
military, particularly in the
us, with the development of
amphetamines to enhance
reaction times and improve
the alertness of fighter
pilots. We are all, I am sure,
familiar with the caricature
of the overworked undergraduate student
self administering Ritalin, a prescription
drug used to treat adhd, to stay awake long
enough to cram for exams. Such reports
led to the publication by Nature in 2008
of a survey detailing the use of cognitive
enhancing drugs amongst the academic
community resulting in the headline, ‘one in
five scientists take drugs’.
The issue of artificially enhancing human
performance has previously been confined to
the world of sport with a never-ending battle
between sporting authorities, and athletes
under immense pressure to perform. Here,

“

the response of both society at large and the
governing bodies of all sports is very clear;
the use of artificial drug enhancements is
illegal and can result in a lifetime ban from
competition in some cases. However, the
question of cosmetic psychopharmacology
in similarly high-pressure environments
such as academia and research is much
less clear-cut: I have yet to see a researcher
receive a life-long ban from the lab for failing
a drug test. The difference in perception of
these two scenarios relates at least in part,
to the style of the competitive environment
in which each is set. Sports test a specific
physical skill by directly pitching one
competitor against another, an opponent in
this situation is put at a severe disadvantage
by the use of physical enhancements by
their competitor. The scientific community,
although highly competitive like in sports,
also relies on collaboration
between researchers, labs
and knowledge transfer. It
could be argued that if I, as
a researcher, did not take
cognitive enhancements, and
consequently did not make
that major breakthrough that
my colleagues around the
world required, my actions
would be just a morally dubious as those of
the drug-cheating athlete.
The ethical implications of our ability
to artificially enhance specific traits of the
human mind are wide ranging. Most of
us would accept that the use of cognitive
enhancing drugs to treat diseases of the
brain is acceptable. However is the use of
drugs to enhance iq in children acceptable?
And what will the affect on my career be if
I don’t want to take drugs, if my colleagues
were to? I think my safest option is to stick
with a steaming hot mug of coffee in the
morning, for that is not really cheating at all. ■

without my
morning mug
of coffee, i’m
of little use to
colleagues.
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Jemma Ransom is a PhD student
in Medical Sciences
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REVIEW

Science and Sensibility
The heroine of jennifer l. rohn’s romantic and fast-paced
The Honest Look is a talented and wonderfully human scientist
Review by

daisy
brickhill

rrp £8.99

To

begin i must declare an interest.
This book is written by a woman
who has a definite place in my list of heroes.
Jennifer Rohn is not only a successful cell
biologist but also orchestrates
the Science Is Vital campaign
that has done so much to
protect
British
science
funding. However, only a
lucky few can master both
art and science; has Rohn
achieved that with this novel?
I identified immediately
with the wonderfully human
heroine; fresh out of her
PhD, Claire Cyrus is full of
doubts and insecurities about
her abilities as a scientist.
Her
first
post-doctoral
position is with a biotech
company in the Netherlands,
working on the development
of an Alzheimer’s drug,
affectionately known to the lab
as “the zapper”. Surrounded
by colleagues who see her
as an unnecessary and
expensive addition to their
small company, Claire buries
herself
in
her research,
putting in the long hours well
known to career scientists.
In her fatigue she runs an
unintended
experiment...
and discovers a result
which could irrevocably
change not just her own
fate but that of the entire
company. Now she must bypass her own
entanglements and any petty lab politics
and reach for her scientific integrity.
Throughout the book it is clear where the
author’s heart lies; the descriptions of science
and scientists are warm, funny and ring
true. Rohn shows us that science, far from
being the soulless recording of facts, can
be fascinating, unpredictable and powerful.
That scientists are not all bespectacled and
socially challenged but might have love
affairs, wear fish-net stockings, and even
dance till dawn under “fairy lights shaped

“

like the letters g, c, a and t, [...] the four bases
of dna.” Rohn boldly, almost gleefully, uses
technical scientific language; the text is
peppered with ‘amyloid proteins’ and ‘cell
supernatants’. But despite having next to no
knowledge of cell signalling or bioinformatics
I didn’t feel at all alienated from the story,
rather it felt like an invitation of sorts: This
is our world, come and have a look around!
Claire Cyrus is not only a scientist,
however, and as the crisis in the lab escalates
she begins to rediscover her love of poetry
and confront the death of her father, a
disillusioned poet. Here, outside the cosy
world of science I felt the prose was a little
contrived in places. I had a sense that the
author was striving for a lyricism which had
she relaxed a little, might have flowed more
freely, as it does when she applies her light
and humorous touch to the topic of science.
Perhaps because our theme this issue is
‘Women in Science’ and I have been thinking
about outstanding female scientists, not
unlike Rohn herself, I also felt a little let down
by the ending. Throughout the book Claire
is portrayed as a much more talented and
competent researcher than she gives herself
credit for and a woman who
can hold her own in a maledominated field. In the end,
however, she is rescued
by her scientist in shining
armour who rides bravely in
to protect and nurture her as
the delicate poetess she really
is. It’s fun romantic slush, I
suppose, but it’s a well-trodden path and I
was hoping for something a little different.
So, while I was gripped by the fast-paced plot
and thoroughly enjoyed the lively descriptions
of life in the lab, I felt a little underwhelmed
in places and disappointed by the ending. As
an introduction to ‘lab lit’ it was overall an
entertaining read and gave an insight into lab
culture without patronising or excluding the
reader. I would recommend it as light holiday
reading but perhaps more avidly to those
who enjoy a bit of slush with their science. ■

scientists
are not all
bespectacled
and socially
challenged.
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Daisy Brickhill is a PhD student in ecology
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PUZZLES
1

2

3

4

Au Science Crossword N°. 3

5

6

Across

7
8

9

10

14

11

15

12

16

13

17
18

19

20

Down

1. 19th c. Italian physicist after whom
famous constant is named (8)
6. Wooded grassland (7)
2. Rectal administration of fluids (5)
7. Co-discoverer of dna structure (5) 3. American space agency (1,1,1,1)
4. Voice box (6)
8. Form of radiation (5,3)
5. Flowering plant (6)
10. Doomed Mauritian bird (4)
6. Accelerate without changing
11. One-oxygen compound (8)
direction or slowing down (5,2)
14. Three-carbon alcohol (8)
7. Reactive metal in bones and teeth
(symbol) (2)
17. Nautically useful topological
13. Pertaining to kidneys (5)
figure (8)
11. Ray genus (5)
19. “There is
in this view of
12. Location of cochlea, etc. (5,3)
life ...” (Darwin) (8)
13. E.g., 10a (7)
22. Pioneering Roman anatomist (5) 15. Function of dna ligase (6)
16. Common close relative of 10a (6)
23. Common insect (Formica) (4,3)
18. Electron transfer (reaction) (5)
24. Passage of Mercury or Venus
20. Radioactive noble gas (symbol) (2)
across the sun (7)
21. Tailed amphibian (4)
3. Proton or neutron (7)

21

22
23
24

Crossword by Sean McMahon. Solution: aumag.co.uk

Gina Maffey

Who or what is this?

-EDIN

abstrusegoose.com
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FROM OUR SPONSORS

Who are Oceaneering?
oceaneering provides engineered services and products

“

it is
important
to emphasize
the quality
of the
personnel
conducting
all aspects
of the
integrity
process.

”

On

the sixth of July 1988, a condensed
gas leak ignited on the Piper
Alpha platform in the North Sea causing a
devastating explosion that killed 167 offshore
workers.
Asset Integrity Management, designed to
optimise production, effectiveness, profit and,
importantly, safety of oil and gas production
dates back to the 1950s. However, it wasn’t
until the Piper Alpha disaster that there was a
large overhaul of the practices and approach
to management of oil and gas facilities.
The disaster has encouraged the growth of
Integrity Management. Effective Inspection
and Integrity Management (iim) for oil and gas
facilities is critical to protect their integrity
and safety, and ensure environmental
protection. With advances in technology, it is
important for responsible operators to have
tailored iim processes in place.
Oceaneering is a global oilfield provider of
engineered services and products, primarily
to the offshore oil and gas industry. Over the
past 20 years we have grown from a small
specialist inspection company based in

Dyce into a global provider of Asset Integrity
Management Services. Oceaneering adopts a
systematic risk-based Integrity Management
process for both new installations and ageing
facilities, onshore and offshore, above and
below the water line. Oceaneering believes
that its approach ensures that accidents
can be avoided. Oceaneering is seen to
have pioneered Integrity Management best
practices and developed a solid foundation
for a number of global operators. This
includes Inspection, Non Destructive Testing,
Integrity Management, Specialist Inspection
and software programmes.
It is important to emphasize the quality
of the personnel conducting all aspects of
the Integrity process. Integrity engineers
and inspectors should have a thorough
understanding of the systems involved and
play an invaluable role ensuring all potential
failure modes can be captured. To this end,
Oceaneering has introduced a Graduate
Programme to ensure all graduate recruits
receive full training in the Integrity process.
A thorough Integrity Management plan

S P EC I A L I ST S O F T WA R E Oceaneering uses the latest advanced software
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that reduces either the probability and/or the
consequence of failure in conjunction with
planned inspection and condition monitoring
is not only cost effective, but more importantly
increases safety for oil and gas workers.
Oceaneering’s
systematic
risk-based
Integrity process assists in identifying and
rectifying potential shortcomings, which if
left unattended could lead to environmental
damage,
personal
injury,
unplanned
downtime and/or increased cost. Working
with operators to develop risk-based iim, it is
believed that the processes implemented are
best in class.
Oceaneering has found the key for the
success of an Integrity
Management
system
is
consistent implementation,
competency
assurance
of personnel performing
integrity
tasks,
and
commitment of management
and operations teams.
Oceaneering has aimed to
adopt best practice in order
to comply with worldwide
Integrity frameworks defined
within legislation and codes of practice. The
process which has been developed relies
on a comprehensive approach to how data
is processed, information is relayed and
ensures competent resources are utilised at
all stages.
Oceaneering’s compiled facilities data sets
are held within Oceaneering’s own Integrity
Management software, acet, and will remain
live throughout the asset lifetime as changes
in operations and events are recorded to
provide a datum for reference following
monitoring and inspection findings.
The value of Integrity Management is
usually only seen by being able to intervene
before an anomalous finding develops into a
hydrocarbon release, unplanned shutdown,
or even damage to the environment or injury
to personnel. Even one day of deferred
production for a modest asset producing
30,000 barrels per day would result in lost
revenue in excess of $3 million at today’s
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market rate.
Continuous improvement is encouraged
within the Integrity process and along with
an annual update to the risk assessment,
result in revised inspection, monitoring
and mitigation requirements. Oceaneering
encourages continuous review of the
processes and procedures for effectiveness.

T H E WAY FO RWA R D
Oceaneering is increasingly being asked
to get involved in developing the iim process
during the design stages.
Conducting a risk and
reliability assessment during
the design phase helps to
identify potential risks to
the long term integrity of
the system. Oceaneering
has found that setting an
Integrity Management plan
from the very start will lead
to fewer surprises during
the life of field. This baseline
also serves to confirm that
the design has been fully
met with all equipment located correctly
and undamaged following installation and
commissioning.
The
results
of
this
continuous
improvement programme are already seen to
be a more streamlined approach to iim, with
clearer lines of responsibility, and the ability
for clients to assign greater control over the
prioritisation of Integrity requirements.

one day
of deferred
production
could result
in lost revenue
in excess of $3
million. .

”

CO NCLUSI O N S
Implementing the systems described
underpins the safe working of oil and gas
installations.
Detailed and thoroughly managed
and
implemented
asset
Integrity
Management Strategies mean a safe
working environment for all those involved
and seeks to mitigate against tragedies
such as Piper Alpha, Texas City, Bombay
High and Carlsbad, New Mexico.
■
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